
5 Reputation Management Insights 
to Protect Your Brand 

Often, businesses answer negative claims with the defense that the work they’ve done has been sufficient. In recent examples like the closing of 
the circus or shifts in SeaWorld’s programming, ample proclamations of safety and quality animal husbandry were the first responses from these 
organizations when pressure mounted. This approach wastes time reinforcing the very practices under critique. If this method fails, efforts are 
wasted and brands are faced with the need to invent or deploy a new plan, incurring new costs. 

1. Reject “business as usual” as a mantra. 

Change for change’s sake doesn’t provide a sustainable model. Not only have consumers collectively changed their minds about what should 
be in their food, how their cars should perform or how much accountability brands owe them, they’ve also changed how they want to receive 
information and what can be delivered. Through their social equity, brands can tout the work they do to align with consumer and activist 
demands, whether it be conservation work, sustainability, ethical sourcing, employment success or community engagement. If marketers refocus 
and more actively rebrand challenged industries (like food, animal entertainment or chemicals) to be more than just about their products but 
to also lead a conversation on the issues such industries can positively impact — through innovation and discovery — marketers broaden the 
possibilities and the industry becomes known not only for the challenges it faces but also the positive impact it makes.

4. Industries can benefit from reinvention. 

Culturally, audiences have shifted. Audiences now question more details, ingredients and processes than ever before. The wide range of 
shareable knowledge, the speed of internet conversations and videos and a general awareness now as consumers has changed audiences’ 
expectations for quality and the types of behaviors they want their brands to engage in. Consumers have changed. Brands must embrace that 
their product must align with the new wants and needs.

2. Businesses must know how change affects them. 

Advancing new standards is only as good as marketers’ adherence to them. To make claims to sustainable practices simply acknowledges 
a business has caught up to the table stakes of these industries. To advance these practices, implement them in new ways and tether 
sustainability success to the success of the business is more transformational. Sales don’t return simply because a brand is talking more about 
the ways it has answered consumers’ concerns. Rather, tethering consumers’ concerns to education and environmental practice means the 
efforts a brand has made to alleviate reputation missteps have now become tools to expand the conversation and change consumer behavior 
as well. A lack of reputation management often means companies find themselves mired in crisis management instead. Reputation management 
— innovating along the way, acknowledging your brand’s role in cultural change and more — could preserve sales and, importantly, goodwill. 

5. Companies must address sustainability as holistic and not simply an add-on.

There are many cases where the directive to change comes from consumers and filters down the supply chain. Yet in many industries, activist 
pressure is an additional voice affecting the industry. Though also consumers, activist groups function differently and push campaigns that 
make a company feel extreme pressure from a very limited audience. Reputation managers must cultivate strategic plans that attend to this 
unique consumer audience as a distinct voice in the chain. Messages tailored for general consumer audiences aren’t enough; cultivating long-
term messages and Corporate Social Responsibility CSR strategies that intercept activist claims are an additional — and necessary — part of the 
reputation management process.  

3. The supply chain, and not necessarily the customers, 
may change the way companies do business.
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Are you interested in evaluating the strength of your 

reputation management? Bader Rutter would love to help. 

Click here to find out how you can get a 

reputation management assessment. 

If you’d like to speak more about how a reputation 

management program can help bolster and support your 

brand, please contact:

 

 
DAVID QUIGLEY 

Business Development Director 
dquigley@bader-rutter.com 

312.725.1752

http://experts.bader-rutter.com/reputation-management-assessment-offer.html?utm_source=tl_content&utm_medium=text_link&utm_content=guide&utm_campaign=cd_reputation_mgmt&db=tl_content--text_link--guide--cd--reputation_mgmt

